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A SAW-BASED DEMODULATOR FOR 

MULTIPLE-USER DEHOPPED M-ARY 

FSK SIGNALS-IMPLEMENTATION 

AND MEASUREMENTS 

by 

E.B. Felstead, J.L. Pearce, and D.L. Selin 

ABSTRACT 

A demodulator has been built and tested that is capable 
of performing the functions of an onboard-the-satellite 
processor for receiving M-ary noncoherent FSK signals with 
multiple users being separated by FDKA. It is based on 
spectral analysis of the received signal by a chirp 
transformer implemented with surface acoustic-wave devices. 
Demodulation of M=4-, 8-, and 16-ary FSK signals of 25 ps 
symbol duration was demonstrated with capability of handling 
up to 40/M users. The implementation loss was only 0.5 dB. 
Measurement of bit error rate performance in the presence of 
system noise, frequency errors, and partial-band-noise and 
multiple-tone jamming were made and found to agree well with 
theory. The effects were examined of three different time 
windows: rectangular, Kaiser Bessel a = 1.6, and one 
intermediate between these two. The intermediate window is 
promising because of low window loss combined with good 
adjacent channel interference tolerance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For a number of EHF military satellite communications systems under 
current consideration, the uplink will use M-ary noncoherent FSK (NCFSK) 
modulation with multiple users being separated by frequency-division 
multiple access (FDMA). These systems are for low data-rate signals (<2.4 
kb/s). Fast frequency hopping is used for uplink anti-jam protection. — 

For these systems it is required to dehop the uplink signal onboard the 
satellite and then to demodulate the dehopped signals. In this report, a 
laboratory implementation of such a demodulator is described. It was 
incorporated into a powerful measurement system that could generate and 
demodulate M=4-, 8-, and 16-ary NCFSK signals and handle up to 40/M users 
simultaneously. The performance in the presence of system noise, frequency 
errors, and various forms of jamMing, including partial-band noise and 
multiple-tone, were measured and are given here. By switching the jamming 
on and off appropriately, the effect of partial band jamming was achieved 
without the necessity of hopping and dehopping. Because of a variable 
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window function capability, new insights were gained on window effects 
related to jammers and interchannel interference. 

The required receiver for M-ary noncoherent FSK (NCFSK)  signais uses 
matched filter energy detection. The matched filtering can be implemented 
in a number of ways. The direct way is to use a bank of M matched filters, 
one for each of the M possible frequency  tores. An indirect implementation 
is to use a Fourier transform followed by sampling at the tone spacing; it 
is mathematically equivalent to the matched filter method. For multiple 
users separated via FDMA, a Fourier transformer becomes an ideal way of not 
only demodulating but of separating the users. It is necessary that uplink 
symbols from all users arrive at the satellite receiver in synchronism with 
each other and with the hop period. The Fourier transform can be performed 
through the chirp transform and implemented via dispersive surface acoustic 
wave (SAW) devices [1]. 	Such a processor has been implemented for 
demodulating multiple-user M-ary NCFSK [2]. 	In the present report, a 
demodulator is implemented using a commercially available SAW chirp 
transformer. 

In Section 2, the measurement system is described. In particular, the 
SAW chirp transformer device, the methods of generating NCFSK and the 
jamming signals, the associated demultiplexing, the synchronization, etc., 
are described. In Section 3, the details of performance measurements in the 
presence of frequency errors, various forms of jamming, and system noise are 
presented.  Son e of the performance measurements are repeated for 3 
different window functions. The conclusion is given in Section 4 and some 
circuit details are given in the Appendix. 

2. IMPLEMENTATION 

2.1 Chirp Transformer 

The key component in the demodulator was the chirp SAW transformer. 

f(t) 

Fig. 2.1. 	A simplified block diagram of the RACAL-MESL SAW spectrum 
analyser type W1741-70. 
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The one used was model W1741-70 from Racal-MESL in Scotland. A simplified 
block diagram is shown in Fig. 2.1. The input signal f(t) was at an IF 
frequency of 70 MHz. The overall 1/4-dB bandwidth of the device was 4 MHz 
and 1-dB bandwidth was 6 MHz. An amplifier with a time varying gain 
impressed a time window, w(t), on the input signal. The window performed a 
gating function that gated out a 25 ps segment of signal for further 
processing every 50 ps for a 50% duty cycle. The window also provided a 
tapering over the 25 ps window period. This taper was adjustable from 
providing a rectangular 25 ps window to providing a window similar to the 
Kaiser-Bessel. 

The 25  lis  windowed signal, f(t) w(t), goes to the actual chirp 
transformer. The multiply-convolve-multiply format [1] was used. However, 
the last multiplier was omitted because its only purpose was to provide the 
correct phase and with noncoherent detection, phase information was not 
needed. The output of the envelope detector is the baseband amplitude 
envelope of the Fourier transform of a 25 ps segment of input signal. This 
spectrum analyser is an analog processor in which output time represents 
input frequency through a scale factor. In particular the output time, 

tout ,  is related to the input frequency, fi n, by 

where p is the chirp scale factor, tr  is a reference time, and fr  is a 
reference frequency. It is convenient to use offset time and frequency, 

t = tout - tr  and f = fi n  - fr , respectively so that 

t = f/p. 	 (2.2) 

For the MESL analyser, p = 0.16 MHz/ps. 	Thus, for example, a 4 MHz 
bandwidth at the input is displayed over a time of 25 ps on the output. The 
output can be written as F(pt)*W(pt)1 where F(f) is the Fourier transform 
of f(t), W(f)  is the t I-  ansform of w(t), and * indicates a convolution 
operation. 

An illustration of the timing sequence for the various operations in 
the MESL spectrum analyser is shown in Fig. 2.2. An input trigger pulse is 
repeated at the "hop" interval of 50  lis. 	The window starts to function 
about 5 ps later. 	For illustration, it is assumed that for the nth hop 
interval a CW tone of duration > 25 ps but < 50 ps and frequency fn  is the 
input to the analyser. The restating output spectral line is located a time 
(fn  - 70)/p from the location of the center frequency of 70 MHz which in 
turn occurs 44.525 ps after the trigger pulse. Because of this considerable 
delay, spectra from the nth hop will still be coming out of the analyser 
when the signal for the (n+l)th hop is already entering the analyser. 
Multiple processors would be required to achieve a 100% duty cycle. 

2.2 General Description of Measurement System 

A simplified block diagram of the complete measurement system is shown 
in Fig. 2.3. It is divided into 3 sections representing 3 components of a 
communication system which are: the earth terminal modulator, the channel, 
and the onboard demodulator. 
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A modulator consisted of a data bit generator, denoted as a "BER 
device", a binary to M-ary converter and a frequency synthesizer. Future 
low data-rate Milsatcom systems using frequency hopping (FH) will have a 
fixed hop rate and will be fast hopped, that is, frequency hopped at one or 
more hop per FSK symbol. In order to incorporate the equivalent of fast 
hopping in the measurement system, a symbol rate of 20k symbols/s was used 
in all cases to match the 50 ps "hop" interval (20k hops/s). To maintain 
this symbol rate, the bit rate at the BER device was 20 log2M kb/s. The 
measurement system was built to operate at selectable values of M = 4, 8, 
16, or 32 which corresponds to bit rates of 40, 60, 80, 100 kb/s 
respectively. 

The frequency synthesizer generates a new tone of about 50 gs duration 
every 50 gs. As illustrated in Fig. 2.2, the synthesizer has a nonzero 
turn-on time. However, only 25 gs of this tone is utilized so that the tone 
need only have a 25 ps segment of good quality. The tone has one of M 
frequencies as selected by the log2M bits fed in parallel to the frequency 
synthesizer. Other input lines to the synthesizer are preset to give the 
desired offset frequency fo such as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The tone 
spacing used was always 100 kHz. 

CHANNEL FOR 	CHANNEL FOR  , 1  
USER n 	 USER m 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 -.4—TONE NUMBER 

I 	lUi 	1111111111111 	I l i 	11111 	lei 	I  
1 

	

68.0 	 f on 	 70.0 	 fom 	7(18 	 72.0 
f MHz-. 

—j L100 KHz 

	

[4 	U 	 4 MHz 	 e---*-  

Fig. 2.4. Typical tone allocation. 

Two such modulators were implemented and denoted as user A and user B. 
The FDMA is achieved by selecting their offset frequencies, foA and foB 
appropriately. The two user signals were generated in synchronism so the 
requirement that all user's frequency hops arrived at the satellite in 
synchronism to the onboard dehopper could be obeyed. The total number of 
tones the system can handle is 4 MHz/100kHz = 40 so up to 10 4-ary users, or 
5 8-ary, and so on, or any combination, could be accommodated. 

In the "channel" section, the various user signals are added together. 
Then jamming and system noise is added. The level of the receiver system 
noise generator is adjustable to provide any desired ratio of energy per 
symbol to noise-power spectral density, Es /No. Both noise and tone 
jamming could be added with a selectable value of  E5 /J0  where Jo is the 
power spectral density of the noise jamming or is an equivalent spectral 
density for multiple-tone jamming (see Sec. 3.5). 
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Fig. 2.5. 	The output of spectrum analyser for an input 8—ary symbol 
sequence and using nearly full windowing. The horizontal scale is 
0.5 ps/div. 

Fig. 2.6. 	The output of spectrum analyser for two 8—ary users with the 
first one in user location no: 1 and the second in user location no. 5 
(Horizontal scale  =  2.43 ps/div.). The first tone of user no. I was 
not displayed. Nearly full windowing was used. 
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In this work, single symbol 50 ps hop operation was considered only. 
Since the project was meant to concentrate on the demodulator, it was 
decided to avoid the practical difficulties of actually implementing fast 
hopping and dehopping. The signal at the demodulator input was made to have 
the characteristics of a signal that had been fast hopped and dehopped 
without actually hopping and dehopping by doing two things. First, each 50 
ps tone burst or "hop" was generated with a phase that is independent of the 
phase of previous hops. This non-coherency arises naturally in the method 
of generating the M signal tones because the frequency synthesizer is 
switched to generate a new frequency tone every 50 ps without any method of 
maintaining phase coherence. Results of section 3.4 show that indeed the 
tones are noncoherent "hop-to-hop". The second technique to ensure the 
equivalence to a true hopping system is the method of implementing 
partial-band-noise (PBN) jamming or multiple-tone (MT) jamming. In an 
actual hopped milsatcom system, a fraction 0<p<1 of the hops might be 
jammed. This condition can be simulated without actually hopping merely by 
switching the jamming signal on (see Fig. 2.3) for only a fraction p of the 
"hops". The performance measured should then be exactly the same as if the 
signal had actually been hopped and dehopped. 

The demodulator has three main components as shown in Fig. 2.3. 	A 
typical output of the spectrum analyser for a single 8-ary user is shown in 
Fig. 2.5. It is a time exposure with all 8 symbols being equally probable. 
If only a single symbol period had been pictured, then only a single tone 
would be seen. The input 100-kHz tone spacing results in the output spacing 
of 0.1/0.16 = 0.625 ps seen in Fig. 2.5. A second example is shown in Fig. 
2.6 and shows the output for two 8-ary users with one user in the first 8 
slots and the second in the last 8 slots of the 40 available slots. 

During every "hop" i.e. on every symbol transmitted the output of the 
spectrum analyser was sampled in real time exactly at the center of each of 
the 40 tones so that the sample spacing was 625 ns. Each sample went 
through an analog-to-digital conversion. The M samples for the first user 
channel are compared and it is decided that the symbol received is the one 
corresponding to the slot with the largest sample value (select largest 
of). This hard decision process is then repeated for the second user and so 
on up to 40/M users. The number of users and the value of M required is 
hand set in this simple measurement system. 	The user symbols are 
demultiplexed and then converted to log2M bits. 	This whole process is 
repeated on each 50 ps symbol or hop period. The output data is fed back to 
the BER device which detects and counts any bit errors. 

2.3 Timing and Synchronization 

Because the receiver and transmitter are co-located, normal symbol 
synchronization is not required. Nonetheless, considerable effort was 
needed to achieve proper timing of all the components principally because of 
the signal delays involved in the SAW analyser as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. 

A simplified block diagram of the timing system is shown in Fig. 2.7. 
More detailed circuit diagrams are given in the appendix. All timing is run 
from a 19.2 MHz master clock. The BER data generator is clocked by a 40, 
60, or 80 kHz clock signal for M=4, 8, or 16 respectively. The synthesizer 
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and the SAW analyser are both clocked at 20 kHz. The sampler for the A/D is 
operated at 1.6M samples/s with a sample spacing of 625 ns. 

Various digital "delays" are used for a variety of reasons. The delays 
in the 20-kHz clock to the synthesizer and the SAW analyser are to 
compensate for the fact that both the window function and the output of the 
SAW analyser are delayed relative to the input trigger time, as illustrated 
in Fig. 2.2. There was a fine adjust delay for the clock to the sampler to 
ensure that the samples were taken exactly at the center of each 625 ns tone 
slot (representing 100-kHz tone spacing). For the decision device and the 
demultiplexer it was necessary to set counters so as to ensure each user was 
operated for exactly the correct value of M samples and then reset for the 
next user's signal. 

3. MEASUREMENTS 

3.1 SAW Analyser 

In this subsection measurements on some of the 	important 
characteristics of the MESL spectrum analyser are presented. In particular, 
topics covered are: nonlinearity of the amplitude response, window shape, 
and the effect of windowing on sidelobes. 

There is some nonlinearity in the analyser probably arising mostly from 
the envelope detector at the output. Et  is assumed that the output envelope 
voltage Vo is related to the input RF voltage Vi by 

P Vo = c i vi 	 (3.1) 

where c i  is a constant and p the value of the power law being measured. By 
taking 201og1 0 of both sides we get 

20logi 0V0 = p[10log 1 0Pi] + c2 	 (3.2) 

where 10log10 Pi is the input RF power in dBm and c2 is a constant. The 
measured values of 20log 1 0V0 are plotted against the input power in dBm in 
Fig. 3.1. The operating RF frequency was 70 MHz. The maximum permissible 
input of 0 dBm results in V0=2.1V. The slope of the curve is p. At high 
input levels p01/2 and there is compression of the output. At the middle of 
the operating range, p=1, corresponding to linear operation. As the input 
decreases to its lowest value, p=1.5 which is approaching square-law 
operation. The nonlinearities occur only at the upper and lower ends of the 
operating range and are only modest nonlinearities. They should have 
relatively little effect upon error performance especially since the 
analyser was operated in the linear region for most performance 
measurements. 

The ratio of the maximum permissible output of 2.1V to the minimum 
detectable output was found to be about 50 dB. This agreed with the 
manufacturer's value of noise-limited dynamic range. 

To achieve the window, a variable gain amplifier was used. The voltage 
waveform shown in Fig. 3.2 is used to vary the amplifier's gain. It has a 
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MESL spectrum analyser. 
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Fig. 3.2. The control voltage for the variable gain amplifier. Horizontal 
scale is 5 us/division. The vertical scale is linear in volts. 

Fig. 3.3. 	The waveforms for a rectangular window with (a) the windowed 
input IF voltage (5 ps/div) and (h) the output voltage for a single 
input tone (1 ps/div). The vertical scale in (a) is linear in volts 
and in (b) is linear amplitude of the Fourier transform. 
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Fig. 3.4. The waveforms for an "intermediate" window with (a) the windowed 
input IF voltage (5ps/div), and (b) the output voltage for a single 
input tone (1 ps/div). The vertical scales are linear as in Fig. 3.3. 

Fig. 3.5. The waveforms for "full" windowing with (a) the windowed input IF 
voltage (5 ps/div) and (b) the output voltage for a single input tone 
(1 ps/div). The vertical scales are linear as in Fig. 3.3. 
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width of 25 ps. A potentiometer adjustment controls a bias that can be 
added to this waveform. With a large bias, the taper disappears and a flat 
top rectangular window results whereas with no bias the window follows the 
shape shown in Fig. 3.2. Some examples of the IF signal after windowing are 
shown in Figs. 3.3 (a) through 3.5 (a). The signal seen outside the basic 
25 ps window region consists of out of band signals which has no effect upon 
the analyser's output and can therefore be ignored. The window in Fig. 3.4 
(a) results from a bias set somewhere between full and no bias and is called 
here an "intermediate" window. It has a large pedestal and a rather flat 
center section. It does not seem to correspond to any of the usual windows 
such as listed in [3]. 	Nonetheless it will be seen to have useful 
properties for our application. 	The window shown in Fig. 3.5 (a) arises 
with no bias and is called here a "full" window. It has the approximate 
shape of a Kaiser-Bessel (KB) window with a ge 1.6 but many windows have a 
similar shape. 

The resulting output spectrum for a single CW tone input is shown in 
Figs. 3.3 (h) through 3.5 (b) for the 3 windows. In these Figs. and all 
subsequent oscilloscope traces of the output, the vertical axis is the 
amplitude of the Fourier transform and is linear in scale. From these, the 

Table 3.1 

Values of peak-to-sidelobe ratio and 3 dB width for the 3 windows used. 

peak to first side 	3-dB width, 
lobe ratio, dB 	 kHz 

window 	measured theoretical measured theoretical 

rectangular 	12.0 	13 	36 	35.6 
intermediate 	20.2 	-- 	48 	---- 
full 	 gt30 	37 	65 	52.8 

peak-to-first-side-lobe ratio was measured as well as the 3-dB width 
(measured at the 0.707 level of the peak) and the results are listed in 
Table 3.1. The measured 3-dB width was converted from the time value to the 
equivalent frequency value by multiplying by p=0.16 MHz/ps. The theoretical 
sidelobe levels obtained from [3] are listed for the rectangular and KB, 
a=1.6, windows. The theoretical 3-dB width is calculated from c l /T MHz 
where, from [3], c i  is 0.89 for a rectangular window and is 1.33 for the KB, 
a=1.6 window; and T=25 us. 

For the rectangular window, the measured sidelobe ratio and the 3-dB 
width are very close to the theoretical. For the full window, the measured 
sidelobe ratio was 7 dB less than theoretical and, as can be seen in Fig. 
3.6, was unsymmetrical. The manufacturer claimed a sidelobe level of -40 dB 
whereas we measured a level of -30 dB. This larger than expected sidelobe 
level degrades the tolerance to interchannel interference. It was suspected 
that the SAW devices in the spectrum analyser had phase slope mismatch 
leading to larger sidelobes than theoretically predicted. The measured 3-dB 
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bandwidth was slightly wider than theoretical. For the intermediate window 
the measured parameters fall between those of the other 2 windows as might 
be expected. 

Fig. 3.6. 	An expanded view of Fig. 3.5 (b), the output of the spectrum 
analyser for a single tone with "full" windowing. The horizontal scale 
is 200 ns/div. and the vertical axis is linear in amplitude of the 
transform. 

3.2 Measurements with System Noise 

The first performance tests made were measurement of bit—error rate as 
a function of system noise. The measurement system shown in Fig. 2.3 was 
used. It is shown in Fig. 3.7 where the power measurements were taken. The 
signal power C is measured with an average power meter. The switching 
transients as tbe synthesizer changed frequency every 50 ps were found to 
have negligible effect upon the average IF power reading. The energy per 
symbol, Es , was calculated as 

Es  = C x 25 x 10-6  joules 	 (3.3) 

where C is in watts. The basic symbol length of 25  us  is thereby accounted 
for and the actual repetition or "hop" period (usually 50 ps) has no effect 
on the results. 	The total average noise power, N, passing through the 
bandpass filter is measured. 	The effective noise bandwidth of the filter 
was accurately measured as 9.86 MHz. Thus the noise power spectral density 
is calculated from N by 

No = N/9.86 x 10 6  W/Hz. 	 (3.4) 

Thus, the desired ratio of E s /No is calculated from the measured values of 
C and N by 

Es/NoldB = CidBm —Nld Bm  + 10log(25x9.86). 	 (3.5) 
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Fig. 3.7. A simplified block diagram of the performance measurement system 
for measuring bit-error rate as a function of C/No. 
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The probability of bit error for M-ary NCFSK in the presence of 
gaussian noise of double-sided density N0 12 W/Hz is [4] 

exp(-E s /No) 

2(M-1) 

ie M 
E 	(-1)j j ) exp(Es /jNo). 
j=2 

(3.6) 

In Fig. 3.8 the results of measurements for 8-ary FSK are shown where a 
curve is given for each of the 3 windows discussed in Sec. 3.1. Values of 
Pb greater than about 0.05 were not obtained because the BER device yields 
inaccurate results in this region. For Pb below 10-6 , it took too long to 
obtain statistically meaningful error counts so these values were not 
measured either. 

In such a demodulator, two losses relative to the theoretical arise. 
One is the implementation loss and the other is the window loss. The window 
loss is related to the loss in energy caused by the window and is measured 
relative to a rectangular window. In [5] the window loss is shown to equal 
10log of the equivalent noise bandwidth (ENBW) tabulated in [3]. Thus, the 
window loss of the reference rectangular window is 0 dB, and for the KB, a = 
1.6 window, the window loss is 1.37 dB. 

For the rectangular window it is seen that the implementation loss goes 
from about 0.4 dB for large Pb to about 0.6 dB at low Pb with a 
mid-range loss of about 0.5 dB. Such a low implementation loss is 
considered as very good. The loss gets larger with decreasing Pb probably 
because the internal noise of the analyser is having more of an effect. 

For the full window, the loss from theoretical at mid range is about 
1.9 dB. If the implementation loss of 0.5 dB is removed there remains a 
window loss of 1.4 dB which is very close to the theoretically predicted 
value of 1.37 dB. For the intermediate window a total mid range loss of 
about 0.8 dB is measured which corresponds to a window loss of about only 
0.3 dB. 

Measurements of Pb for 4-ary and 16-ary were also taken but only for 
the intermediate window. The results are shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. 
Combined implementation plus window losses are about 0.65 dB and 0.8 dB for 
the 4-ary and 16-ary respectively. The difference of 0.15 dB in combined 
loss is probably within the measurement accuracy. 

3.3 Measurements with Frequency Errors 

In a real satellite system, the dehopped tone will have some frequency 
error, relative to its corresponding onboard frequency slot. In this 
section the degradation in performance caused by such frequency errors is 
considered. 
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It is noted that for orthogonal tone spacing the tones are separated by 
NIT  where N=1,2,... Since here T=25 ps, the minimum orthogonal spacing is 
40 kHz. The actual time spacing used was 100 kHz for the convenience of the 
circuitry. This separation is 2 1/2 times the minimum orthogonal spacing 
whereas systems that use non-rectangular windows normally use separations of 
no more than about twice the minimum orthogonal so as to achieve a good 
trade off between bandwidth efficiency and error performance. 

In order to measure the effects of frequency errors, the tones 
generated by the frequency synthesizer shown in Fig. 2.3 was offset by a 
constant amount for all FSK symbols. Frequency offsets of 10 kHz and 
20 kHz, which correspond to shifts of 10% and 20%, respectively, of the 
100 kHz tone spacing, were used. For both of these frequency errors, the 3 
windows, rectangular, intermediate, and full, were used. 

The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 3.11. Only 8-ary FSK 
was studied. These curves can be compared to those for no frequency error 
in Fig. 3.8. The shift of the curve at Pb = 10-3  due to frequency error 
is listed in Table 3.2. 	In columns A is the combined loss due to 
implementation, windowing, and frequency error. 	In columns B, the losses 
due to implementation and windowing have been removed leaving only the loss 
due to frequency error. 

Table 3.2 

The degradation in performance in dB caused Ir 
frequency errors for the 3 windows at Pb = 

Freq. 	10 kHz 	20 kHz 
Error 	, 	 , 

Wi'ndow 	ABAB 

Rectangular 	1.4 1.0 4.6 	4.2 
Intermediate 1.4 0.6 3.6 	2.8 
Full 	2.2 0.4 3.4 	1.5 

A 	is the offset in dB from the theoretical curve for a 
rectangular window and is the sum of implementation, window, 
and frequency error losses. 

B is the loss in dB due to frequency error alone. 

For a 10 kHz shift, which is a moderately large frequency error, 
relatively little loss occurred. The rectangular and the intermediate 
window out performed the full window because the frequency error losses are 
less than the window loss of the full window. For a large frequency error 
of 20%, the frequency error losses begin to be significant. The full window 
finally out performs the rectangular window. The intermediate window is 
seen to perform almost as well as the full window. 
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(a) 

(b) 

s il 

Fig. 3.12. Output of the spectrum analyser for an 8-ary input signal plus 
an interfering tone with (a) using an intermediate window and (b) 
using a full window. Horizontal scale is 1 ps/div. 
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Fig. 3.13. 	The output of the spectrum analyser for an 8-ary input signal 
plus an interfering tone (a) of equal amplitude located exactly on the 
5th signal tone location and (h) of larger amplitude and located 
exactly between 2 signal tone locations. A nearly full window was 
used. 

(b) 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 3.14. As in Fig. 3.13 but with a rectangular window. 
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Fig. 3.15. As in fig. 3.13 but with an intermediate window. 
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Fig. 3.16. As in Fig. 3.13 but with a full window. 
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It is concluded that if the worst expected frequency error is 10% then 
rectangular or intermediate windows would be recommended. 	For large 
frequency errors of 20% then system performance is poor with any window but 
with intermediate and full windows performing slightly better than 
rectangular windows. 

Initial theoretical analysis of the effects of frequency errors on 
performance are found in [6]. Further analysis is currently under way. 

3.4 Interfering Tone Location and Adjacent Channel Interference 

In this subsection, the effects of interfering tones located in or near 
a user's channel are considered. As shown in Figs. 3.12, a tone of 
adjustable position and amplitude can be added to the desired signal. In 
these Figs., 8 -ary FSK symbols are used. Only 7 of them are visible on the 
photos. The interfering tone appears much brighter than the 8-ary signal 
tones because the interference is present at one location during all 25 us 
symbol periods whereas a particular signal tone is present, on the average, 
on 1/8 of the symbol periods. 	Thus, the signal tones get about 1/8 the 
exposure that the interfering tone does. 	In the following, the tone is 
moved to a number of locations to study its effect. 

In Fig. 3.13 (a) through 3.16 (a), the interfering tone is placed 
exactly on one of the signal tone locations and has an amplitude close to 
that of the signal tones. In Fig. 3.13 the window was nearly the full 
window. Rectangular, intermediate, and full window were employed for Figs. 
3.14, 3.15, and 3.16 respectively. All 8 tones are in view in Fig. 3.13 
whereas the first signal tone is out of view in the remaining Figs. 

Fig. 3.13 (a) perhaps is the clearest in showing how the signal and 
interfering tones combine. Because the signal tone is generated by 
switching on a frequency synthesizer for every new symbol, the signal's 
phase is different on each symbol relative to the phase of the interfering 
tone which is on continuously. Thus, the combined amplitude can be seen in 
Fig. 3.13 to be as much as twice the individual amplitudes, indicating that 
the signals are adding in phase, or are of about zero amplitude indicating 
complete cancellation. Over many symbol periods it is seen that the range 
between the two extremes is approximately uniformly filled indicating that 
the phase of the signals tones are uniformly distributed. This phase 
distribution shows that indeed the FSK signals were noncoherent. 

In Figs. 3.13 (b) through 3.16(b), the interfering tone is somewhat 
larger than the signal tones and is placed exactly between two tone 
locations. Perhaps the clearest photo for illustrating the effects is in 
Fig. 3.13 (b). Again, the desired and interfering signals combine 
constructively or destructively depending upon their relative phases. The 
sample points are not at the peak of the interference but are on both sides 
of it. Therefore interfering tones located between signal tone locations 
must be large before errors start to occur. 

The effect of an interfering tone depends on its location and amplitude 
relative to the user tone positions. From the comnunicator's view point the 
worst place an interfering tone can be is exactly on one of the user's M 
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tones; the location within the user's channel that causes the least 
performance degradation is exactly half way betwuen 2 tone locations. A 
tone was placed in these positions and its amplitude increased until the 
occasional error started to occur. The results are listed in Table 3.3. As 
expected, for the interfering tone exactly on a signal tone, the 
interference must be increased to almost equal the signal before any errors 
occur. The reason errors occur before the amplitude are equal (0 dB) is 
that the small amount of internal system noise can add to the interference 
or subtract from the signal to cause an error. With the tone between 2 
signal tones the intermediate window gives by far the best protection. 
Interestingly, the full window gives the decidedly worst performance which 
likely arises from the fact that the spectral line for the full window is 
somewhat wider than the others and therefore it's sides spill into adjacent 
slots more than for the other. 

Table 3.3 

The ratio of the minimum interfering 
tone power to signal power required to cause symbol errors for 

3 locations of the interfering tone 

Interfering tone power to signal-power ratio in dB 
for tone located: 

exactly on a signal 	exactly between 	in nearest 
tone location 	two signal tone 	adjacent slot 

Window 	 locations 

Rectangular 	-1 dB 	 +10 dB 	+15 dB 
Intermediate 	-0.5 dB 	 +16 dB 	+24 dB 
Full 	 -0.5 dB 	 + 5 dB 	+26 dB 

For multiple users, interchannel interference can become a problem 
especially if One user's received signal is much stronger than the received 
signal in an adjacent channel. To measure this effect, the interfering tone 
was moved to be exactly on the slot adjacent to the last slot in one user's 
channel. For the 8-ary FSK signals this location corresponds to what might 
be called the 9th slot. The interfering tone is in this slot on every "hop" 
whereas in an actual system it would be located in the worst slot on only 
1/M of the hops. However, since we are not measuring absolute performance 
but merely when errors start to occur, the worst-case placement of an 
interfering tone on every "hop" does not affect the results. From Table 3.3 
it is seen that the full window gives the best performance which is expected 
because the full window gives the lowest sidelobes. However, because of the 
large 2.5/T tone spacing, the intermediate window performs almost as well as 
the full window. Thus, the final selection of a window function must 
consider not only the side-lobe level but also the width of the main lobe. 
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3.5 Measurements with Partial-Band-Noise and Multiple-Tone Jamming 

It is often assumed that a jammer has an average power constraint. A 
signal-to-jamming power ratio is defined as 

SJR = E8 /J0 

where for noise jamming, Jo is the jamming power spectral density if the 
total jamming power were spread uniformly across the entire hopping band. 
For multiple-tone jamming the meaning of Jo is altered to mean the power in 
one tone if the tones were uniformly distributed across the hop band with 
one tone to a bin so that there would be M jamming tones in a user's 
channel. An intelligent jammer attempts to distribute its given power to 
cause the most degradation in performance. To do this, only a fraction 
0 < p < 1 of the hops are jammed but at an increased power level of J0/p. 
On the other 1-p of the hops, no jamming is present and there is only system 
noise with an unjammed SNR of Es /No. 

Hop frequencies are generated pseudorandomly, so that the desired 
signal hops randomly into a jammed channel on the fraction p of the hops on 
the average. However, to simulate partial-band noise (PBN) or multiple-tone 
( 4T) jamming it was found simpler to jam the hops on a regular basis rather 
than randomly. A pulse generator denoted as a "time synthesizer" in Fig. 
2.3 was used to close the switch regularly for one hop out of every l/p. 
For example, for p = 0.1, every 10th hop was jammed. Since the outcome of 
one hop has no effect on any other hop, an uniform distribution of jammed 
channels results in the same overall symbol error rate as a random 
distribution. 

For the measurements, a value of Es /No is set and E5 /J0 is chosen. 
Then p is varied with a setting of the "time synthesizer". Simultaneously 
the jamming power is varied to be  J0/p. For PBN jamming, the jamming 
occupies the entire M x 100 kHz user band. For MT jamming, only a single 
tone per M x 100 kHz band was used because it has been determined [7] that 
this value is worst-case tone jamming. Furthermore, the jamming tone is 
located exactly on one of the M signal tones which is the worst-case 
position as seen in the previous subsection. 

In Fig. 3.17 ls shown the performance of 8-ary NCFSK in the presence of 
PBN jamming for two values of SJR. The value of Es /No = 30 dB was the 
value set by the internal noise of the chirp transformer system. The solid 
lines are values calculated theoretically from techniques developed in [7]. 
The markers are the measured values after correction for implementation 
loss. The measured values came very close to the theoretical values. 
Worst-case values of p are easily seen and are dependent upon SJR. 

In Fig. 3.18 the performance of 8-ary NCFSK is shown in the presence of 
MT jamming for two values of SJR. System noise was set so that E s /No = 
17.5 dB. The solid lines represent the theoretical values [7] and the 
markers are the measured values. Again, the measurements come very close to 
theoretical. For reference, the theoretical performance curve for no system 
noise is also shown. It follows Pb=p/2 for p 8/SJR and is zero for 
p>8/SJR. 	The break points are shown as vertical dashed lines. 	The 
predicted improvement  in worst case operation when system noise was added 
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Fig. 3.17. The bit error rate measured for 8—ary FSK in the presence of PBN 
jamming as a function of p - for Es /No = 30 dB and 2 values of 
E5 /J0. 
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was observed. 	The sharp peak in worst case performance shows the 
degradation a tone jammer can inflict even when a large SJR, such as 20 dB 
in Fig. 3.18, is available. 

4. CONCLUSION 

A SAW-based demodulator for M-ary NCFSK has been built and 
demonstrated. Measurements showed that its implementation loss was a very 
respectable 0.5 dB. The flexibility of the measurement system and the 
capability of changeable window functions led to the confirmation of 
previously developed theories and conjectures. In particular, the 
measurements confirmed the analysis developed in [7] describing the 
performance in the presence of MT and PBN jamming plus system noise. As 
expected, full windowing improved performance in the presence of severe (20% 
of tone spacing) frequency errors and provided 26 dB protection against 
worst case interchannel interference (i.e. a signal in an adjacent channel 
must be +26 dB above the signal before any noticeable errors are caused). 
However, in other performance measurements such as in the presence of tone 
jammers, and with smaller frequency errors (<10%), the rectangular window 
proved as good or better than the full window. It was discovered that the 
so called "intermediate" window function had a number of performance 
characteristics indicating its desirability compared to both the rectangular 
and the KB window. 

Although implemented in an experimental measurement system, the SAW 
analyser was seen to be an excellent candidate as an actual onboard 
processor provided a few of its characteristics are upgraded. Its best 
sidelobe level of -30 dB would have to be improved if the power of the 
signal in adjacent channels differed by more than 26 dB. The 50-dB dynamic 
range set by internal analyser noise and SAW device spurious signals was 
sufficient for the measurement system. Hbwever, in a practical system with 
large differences between adjacent users, it may be desirable to have a 
larger dynamic range. The limited linear response range shown in Fig. 3.1 
did not affect the measurement system. However, if deemed a problem in a 
future system the linear range could likely be extended by improved envelope 
detector and amplifier circuitry. 

Since the SAW analyzer shows such good potential as an 
onboard-the-satellite demodulator, not only from a technical but from a cost 
point of view, work has already begun at  Corn Dey  Limited in Cambridge, 
Ontario on an advanced developmental model. This system will have major 
improvements over the SAW analyzer used in the measurement system described 
here. It will be capable of the desired integration or transform time of 
50 us and also will be capable of 100% duty cycle. The reflective array 
compressor transducer structure will replace the older interdigital finger 
transducer structure [2]. Windowing will be built into the SAW devices and 
will give sidelobe levels >40 dB down from the main peak for improved 
performance against interchannel interference. The dynamic range due to 
internal noise should exceed the 50 dB achieved with the present analyzer. 
Finally, some attention is being paid to keeping weight, volume, and power 
consumption to within limits supportable on a spacecraft and to making 
devices that can function properly in the space environment. 
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In summary, a very powerful measurement system was developed that led 
not only to confirmation of previous theories and conjectures but provided 
new insights and discoveries. More importantly, it provided considerable 
confidence in proceeding with a much larger scale effort, the advanced 
developmental model. 
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APPENDIX: SOME CIRCUIT DETAILS 

The simplified description of the demodulator implementation was given 
in the main text. 	The general block diagram is given in Fig. 2.3 and a 
simplified timing diagram is given in Fig. 2.7. 	In this appendix, some 
further details are given but still in rather broad outline. No steps were 
taken to optimize the circuitry. Therefore the circuits shown are ones that 
work but further optimization may be possible. 

In Fig. A.1 a simplified block diagram is shown for the section that 
makes a decision as to which tone was received. The analog-to-digital 
converter is a TRW model TDC1025E/C, 8-bit flash converter. It was clocked 
at 1.6 MHz which provided the samples at 625  us  intervals required to sample 
each M-ary frequency slot. Register Y is initially loaded with a threshold 
level at the same time that register X is initially loaded with the first 
frequency slot data sample. If register X was greater than register Y then 
the second data sample would be loaded into register Y. However, if 
register X had been less than register Y, then the second sample would have 
been loaded into register X. This process is continued for the 4, 8, or 16 
slots as set by the user reset counter (B 1  and B2 on the second timing 
generator card). The slot count of the largest sample in a user channel is 
stored in register D1 and transferred to user A (F1) or user B (H1) register 
at the end of M samples for 1 user. This process is repeated for each user 
channel using a common threshold setting. 

In Fig. A.2 is illustrated the fact that the interface to  the  Rockland 
frequency synthesizer is simply implemented by storing the synthesizer input 
data in a PROM at  the  appropriate address. A limiting amplifier is needed 
on the output of the synthesizer in order to maintain equal amplitude of the 
tones. Figs. A.3 through A.8 inclusive are given without comment. They 
provide some of the circuit details on items previously mentioned in outline 
only. 
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